Abstract. Signet ring cell carcinoma is a type of rare adenocarcinoma with poor prognosis. Early detection leads to huge improvement of patients' survival rate. However, pathologists can only visually detect signet ring cells under the microscope. This procedure is not only laborious but also prone to omission. An automatic and accurate signet ring cell detection solution is thus important but has not been investigated before. In this paper, we take the first step to present a semi-supervised learning framework for the signet ring cell detection problem. Self-training is proposed to deal with the challenge of incomplete annotations, and cooperative-training is adapted to explore the unlabeled regions. Combining the two techniques, our semi-supervised learning framework can make better use of both labeled and unlabeled data. Experiments on large real clinical data demonstrate the effectiveness of our design. Our framework achieves accurate signet ring cell detection and can be readily applied in the clinical trails. The dataset will be released soon to facilitate the development of the area.
Introduction
Signet ring cell carcinoma (SRCC) is an adenocarcinoma with a high degree of malignancy. SRCC is mostly found in stomach but could also spread to ovaries, lungs, breast, and other organs. The prognosis of SRCC is so poor that early detection leads to huge improvement of patients' survival rate. However, pathologists could only visually detect signet ring cells under the microscope, and/or confirm by immunohistochemistry. Manual detection is laborious and prone to omission, especially for scattered signet ring cells, while immunohistochemistry, which uses enzymes or other specific molecular markers to image antigens (protein) in abnormal cells, is expensive. After discussion with experienced pathologists and exploration of related medical background, we find that accurate cell edges have potential research value, such as the calculation of karyoplasmic ratio and the classification of degree of atypia. Therefore, an automatic and accurate signet ring cell detection solution is important and highly demanded.
The unique appearance of the signet ring cells makes them completely different from other types of cells, characterized by a central optically clear, globoid droplet of cytoplasmic mucin with an eccentrically placed nucleus [2] . To our best knowledge automatic signet ring cell detection has not been investigated before. In this paper, we take the first step to propose a signet ring cell detection framework based on semi-supervised learning. We firstly collect and annotate a large real clinical signet ring cell dataset. We collect 127 (21 positive + 106 negative) Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained Whole Slide Images (WSIs) from 10 organs, including gallbladder, gastric mucosa, lymph, breast, ovary, pancreas, lung, urinary bladder, abdominal wall nodule and intestine. We select at least 3 regions of over 2, 000 × 2, 000 pixels from each positive/negative WSI, and annotate signet ring cell instances within the positive regions, in the form of the tight bounding box. A total of 12, 381 signet ring cells are annotated. However, overcrowded cells make it impossible to reach complete annotation, not to mention the occlusion and appearance variation, as shown in Fig. 1 . As a result, pathologists can only guarantee that annotated cells are indeed signet ring cells; The opposite, that unannotated cells are not SRCC, is not necessarily true. The dataset will be released soon to facilitate the development of the area. We propose a self-training method to deal with the challenge of incomplete annotations. We observe that some suspected areas predicted by the detector with high probabilities, are more likely to be real signet ring cells missed by pathologists during annotation. As a result, we combine those highly suspected areas with annotations to refine the labels, and take the refined labels to retrain the detector. The self-training strategy can be applied iteratively, with the labels further refined by the new highly suspected areas.
On the other hand, we propose a cooperative-training method to explore the unlabeled regions. As mentioned above, we select 3 regions of over 2, 000 × 2, 000 pixels from each positive WSI for annotations. In comparison, a single WSI has over 100, 000 × 100, 000 pixels in total, i.e., we only annotate a tiny fraction of the whole WSI. To make better use of the whole WSI, we select over 1,000 unlabeled regions from the positive WSIs, apply the inference process of two detectors with different backbones, take each others' highly suspected areas as labels and retrain the detectors with the augmented dataset. Two detectors are needed because detectors are prone to get stuck in their local minimum to general erroneous predictions for totally unlabeled regions and a cooperative way may help alleviate the situation. Similar to the self-training, cooperative-training strategy can also operate iteratively and two detectors benefits from each other in multiple rounds.
We perform extensive experiments on the collected dataset, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of our design, where both the self-training and cooperative-training strategy deliver a significant and consistent improvement over the baseline. Our semi-supervised learning framework achieves accurate signet ring cell detection and can be readily applied in clinical trails.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: we take the first step to investigate the signet ring cell detection problem and present a semi-supervised learning framework to tackle the problem. The self-training strategy is proposed to deal with the challenge of incomplete annotations, and the cooperative-training strategy is proposed to explore the unlabeled regions. Combining the two techniques, the semi-supervised learning framework can make better use of both labeled and unlabeled data. Experiments on large real clinical data demonstrate the effectiveness of our design.
Related Work Several semi-supervised learning methods have been proposed and verified their effectiveness on natural images [8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 19] . Papandreou et al. [10] used box-level annotation to achieve similar performance with pixel-level annotation. Zhou et al. Luo et al. [9] organized a reconstruction head to convert segmentation output back to original images. Generally, all the previous methods focus on training one model with complex auxiliary branches. On the contrary, our semi-supervised learning framework can organize the multiple models to support each other and no extra auxiliary branch is needed. There have been lots of automatic methods for pathology, including nuclei segmentation [17, 18, 16] and specific object [3] . However, automatic signet ring cell detection has not been investigated before to our best knowledge.
Semi-Supervised Learning Framework
As shown in Fig. 2 , our semi-supervised learning framework consists of three steps: initial fully-supervised training, self-training and cooperative-training. 
Dataset
Our dataset is collected from several highly ranked hospitals, and consists of H&E stained images captured at 40× magnification. Containing 127 (21 positive + 106 negative) whole slide images (WSIs), this dataset covers a large number of patients and images from 10 organs, including gallbladder, gastric mucosa, lymph, breast, ovary, pancreas, lung, urinary bladder, abdominal wall nodule and intestine. For each WSI, pathologists carefully annotate each independent signet ring cell by tight bounding box in at least 3 regions of over 2, 000 × 2, 000 pixels, as shown in Fig. 3 . For each region one pathologist provide annotation verified by one senior pathology. Thus each labeled cells are indeed signet ring cells. A total of 74 regions are annotated for 21 tumor WSIs. Bounding box is a convenient way to conduct annotations for thousands of cells, which saves time and offers instance analysis such as cell counting. We also randomly crop 320 regions of the same size from the other 106 negative WSIs, which are either healthy or infected by other types of cancer. As a result, we collect 74 annotated positive regions from 21 positive WSIs of 10 organs and 320 negative regions from 106 negative WSIs, with a total of 12, 381 signet ring cells annotated.
Initial fully-supervised training
Firstly we will introduce the initial fully-supervised training with the original ground truth annotations, which is the first stage of our signet ring cell detector (SRCDetecor). This also serves as the baseline of our proposed semi-supervised learning framework. Unlike other common RCNN-based detection frameworks [13, 12] , We propose a bottom-up method to directly predict cell instance mask, then derive boxes for each instance, as shown in Fig. 4 , our proposed SRCDetector adopts a UNet [14] to perform 3-class segmentation, i.e., classifying images into background, cell edges, and cell inner regions. Then use Random Walker [5] to transform the obtained 3-class mask to cell instance mask, where cell inner regions are seeds and cell edges are undetermined regions. Finally we extract bounding box of each instance as final box prediction. To train the UNet, we first extract the inscribed ellipse of each annotated bounding box and take the inner region/edge of the ellipse as ground truth inner regions and edges. Our loss function is the summation of cross entropy loss and Intersection-Over-Union (IOU) loss. In (1) and (2), y i and p i are targets and predictions for pixel i respectively. E is the edge of the cell and IR is the inner region of the cell. 
Self-training
After training with ellipse mask obtained from the original annotation boxes, our proposed SRCDetector would generate some suspected positive areas in the training images. It is impossible to ask pathologists to annotate all the signet ring cell for overcrowdness and appearance variation. Confirmed by senior pathologists, those suspected positive areas with high confidence are indeed signet ring cells for most cases, and could be combined with the initial ellipses mask to create the refined labels for retraining the 3-class segmentation task again. As shown in Fig. 5 , the pipeline of self-training is an iterative process, whose main step is to use the previously trained model to generate new ground truth and refine cell edges to train next model. The 3-class mask merges with annotations by following steps: 1, use the union inner region of the prediction of the current round and the inscribed ellipse of the initial ground truth as the inner region mask. 2, use the union edge of the prediction cell in the current round and the inscribed ellipse of the initial ground truth as the next edge, overwrite pixels which are regarded as inner region in step 1. 3, use the rest pixels as cell background. These steps could be repeated for several times, until a well-annotated pixel-wise mask is generated, and should be stopped if the newly predicted mask stops to grow. Generally speaking, the self-training strategy gradually generates more annotations, which are mostly missed by junior pathologists and can improve the quality of annotations by the iterative refinement. However, 74 annotated images are not enough to train a robust model, we turn to generate more available labels in unknown areas with cooperative-training strategy. Fig. 5 . Pipeline of our self-training strategy to self-correct imperfectly annotated images. The next-round model is trained on annotations from the previous round, and iteratively adjusts annotations towards higher quality. Initially we draw inscribed ellipse in each rectangle as ground truth inner region. The gray regions are edge mask and the white regions are the inner regions. The green arrow points to a growing correct prediction. Fig. 6 . Pipeline of the cooperative-training strategy. For new unlabeled images, each model is trained on predictions from the other model, so that we can reduce the possibility that one model get stuck in its local minimum , and allow the two models to support each others. In this way we will gradually obtain higher annotation quality on unlabeled images without any manual interventions. The yellow arrow points to a wrong prediction that gradually shrinks. The green arrow points to a growing correct prediction.
Cooperative-training
As each WSI is an image with ultra high resolution of over 100, 000 × 100, 000 pixels at 40× magnification, in which only 3 randomly selected regions of over 2, 000 × 2, 000 pixels are manually labeled. The rest regions are also expected to contain possible positives that may provide additional training samples for our SRCDetector. The self-training strategy has an obvious drawback that it might get stuck in local minimum to general erroneous predictions. To alleviate this problem, we use two SRCDetectors with different backbones, and train with generated labels from each other to reduce self amplify errors. Firstly we use the self-training strategy to train two models with different backbones, and do inference on unlabeled images. Secondly each model is trained with generated labels from the other model's predictions from the previous model. Again in the next round, two models do inference on unlabeled images and retrain on each others' predictions. Annotated images are mixed with unlabeled images to train during Cooperative-Training. As shown in Fig. 6 , two models are organized to support each other in an interative way: next-round model is trained with predictions from the other model in the previous round, and stop until no more significant changes in unlabeled images. Models for cooperative-training shall be able to provide complementary information for each other. We achieve this by using two models with different structures and different training data for two models. In this problem, two models are trained on same images but different annotations predicted from each other, which can be regarded as different training data.
Experiment

Evaluation
As mentioned above, this is an imperfect annotated dataset and we can only guarantee that the labeled cells are confidently true. Hence for detection evaluation [4] , recall is still reasonable to measure while precision becomes meaningless. Due to the incomplete annotations, we add three criteria for evaluation. Firstly, instead of precision, normal region false positives (FPs) is taken into consideration, which means the average number of wrong prediction boxes, which are definitely false positives, in negative images. Secondly, in order to comprehensively consider recall and normal region false positives, we define the FROC [1] : By adjusting confidence threshold, when the number of normal region false positives is 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, the FROC is the average of relevant recall at those confidence threshold. Thirdly, besides the common instance-level recall, we propose another criteria called collective-level recall, which means we draw a big mask with the union of all the prediction boxes, then if any annotation box's intersection area divided by this box's area is larger than some threshold, we regard this box as being detected. Collective-level recall is an instance unawareness criteria and is the upper bound of instance-level recall. Comparing the performance difference between instance-level recall and collective-level recall, we can learn whether model performs poorly at SRC region separation or SRC detection. For FROC, we only consider instance-level FROC. In conclusion, four criteria shall be considered: collective-level recall, instance-level recall, normal region false positives, instance-level FROC.
For pathological images, we can get images under same distribution by cropping out different regions from the same WSI. However, images from different WSIs and organs differ from each other substantially. The total available images are limited, thus cross validation shall be performed under an easy mode and a hard mode. In the easy mode, we can assume that test data and train data are of the same distribution, because images from a same WSI are assigned randomly to different folds, allowing models to see similar images both in train and test data. This man-made distribution makes it possible for us to understand what the best performance will be if our dataset is big enough. In hard mode, images in different folds come from different WSIs and organs. Because signet ring cell can appear in other kinds of organs, which may not be collected in our dataset. The hard mode can help us evaluate model's capability when dealing with unknown organs.
Implementation Details
The SRCDetector is implemented with PyTorch 0.4, using the Adam optimizer and 0.001 as learning rate. During training, we randomly crop images of size 512 × 512 pixels with the batch size of 16 as input, and use sliding windows of size 1, 024 × 1, 024 pixels during inference. For cooperative-training we use UNet with two different backbones: ResNet [6] and Deep Layer Aggregation (DLA) [15] . We use 34-layer models for both backbones. Our SRCDetector is trained with original ground truth by 50 epochs and then in iterating self-training with extra annotations for 10 epochs in each round. Taking probability larger than 0.7 to identify new positive regions, the self-training stops at round 5 in our experiments. Similarly, the two models in cooperative-training are trained on annotation from the self-training for 50 epochs and for 10 epochs in each round, takes probability larger than 0.33 to identify new positive regions and stops at round 2. The entire procedure requires 8 hours for fully supervised training, 30 hours of 5 rounds for self-training and 24 hours of 2 rounds for cooperativetraining. We only use 2 models for cooperative-training because we observe there is no obvious benefit if 3 or more models are utilized, which do not increase the final accuracy, and also decrease the computational efficiency. During inference, DLA is utilized which usually performs 2% better than Resnet. Models from round 5 self-training and round 2 cooperative-training is used to conduct inference on test data. In all training procedures, positive or negative images are duplicated for several times to achieve data balance. In our experiments, three kinds of SRCDetector are compared both in easy and hard modes, with the same structures and different training data as shown below:
Fully-supervised training. Train on 74 images + initial ellipse annotations, and 320 negative images.
Self-training. Train on 74 images + fixed annotations from self-training, and 320 negative images.
Self-training-extra. Train on 74 images + fixed annotations from selftraining, 1236 unlabeled images + generated annotations from self-training, and 320 negative images.
Cooperative-training. Train on 74 images + fixed annotations from selftraining, 1236 unlabeled images + generated annotations from cooperative-training, and 320 negative images.
During evaluation, both in the easy and hard mode, only 74 images' initial manual annotations are considered for recall evaluation. To calculate collectivelevel recall, instance-level recall, normal region false positives and instance-level FROC, we perform 3-folds cross-validation to fully evaluate SRCDetector on 74 positive and 320 negative images. Predict and groundtruch boxes are match if their IOU is greater than 0.3.
Results and Discussion
As shown in Table. 1, compared with fully-supervised training on initial ground truth, which is the baseline, both two steps of our semi-supervised learning framework introduce obvious improvements.
According to the comparison between baseline and self-training, the major contribution of self-training is to improve the absolute performance: 0.16 improvement on instance-level FROC in the easy mode and 0.18 improvement on instance-level FROC in the hard mode. During training on initial ground truth, we find that in train data, models focus much on suspected areas which are indeed signet ring cells that are not annotated. These areas are treated as negative samples in training phase, such false negatives are harmful for training the detector. After visually confirmed by senior pathologists, most conflicts between prediction and ground truth come from unlabeled signet ring cells. Self-training could suppress the ratio of noisy annotations to provide annotations of higher quality. According to the comparison between self-training and cooperative-training, the major contribution of cooperative-training is to narrow the performance gap between the easy mode and the hard mode and introduce small improvement in the easy mode, with a 0.07 improvement on instance-level FROC. In general, we observe that training on extra 50 regions in the same WSI could only slightly augment the performance than on annotated 2 regions. Therefore, to improve the performance in the easy mode, quality improvement of annotations shall be of highest priority in the future. In the hard mode cooperative-training still introduces obvious improvement, with a 0.14 improvement on instance-level FROC, meaning that in self-training there exists large data gap between different WSIs and organs, and this gap can be narrowed by using extra annotations from same WSIs in train data. Even with noisy annotations generated by cooperativetraining, models can learn much common morphological varieties across different WSIs and organs. However, we can still observe a few images in hard mode with only 23% recall, which demonstrate that signet ring cells in different organs do show different appearance.
Comparing instance-level recall with collective-level recall, we find that model has found 82.7% signet ring cells in the hard mode, but has difficulties in separating neighbor signet ring cells. This will harm the accuracy of signet ring cell counting, as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Example detection results in test images of over 2, 000×2, 000 pixels. Our semisupervised learning framework can obtain cell edges of each signet ring cell as shown in yellow polygon.
Comparing self-training with self-training-extra, unlabeled images with selfgenerated annotations can harm the performance, especially in easy mode where the false positive rises to 5.22. Visually we find that there are too many neutrophils, plasma cells, and gland cells in unlabeled images being annotated. However the three types of cell are rarely annotated as false positives in 74 partially labeled images. While in cooperative-training these three types of specific false positives are not severely amplified. Therefore self-training will indeed amplify the errors while cooperative-training does not show this phenomenon.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a semi-supervised learning framework to make better use of collected data with relative small amount of annotation cost. Semisupervised learning framework not only improves the quality of annotation but also makes better use of extra unlabeled images. We verify the improvement by collecting a multi-organ signet ring cell dataset and propose a series of new evaluation metrics for imperfect annotated data. In the future we will try to understand why specific types of false positive are not amplified in cooperativetraining. The proposed dataset will be released soon to facilitate the development of the area.
